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Public Posting
Summary:
Public posting (graphical displays tracking performance) can serve as powerful forms of
recognition as well as corrective feedback. These results or products may also be used to
recognize the contributions of groups or individuals in the community. Public postings have
also been referred to as Positive Behavior Posters.

Resources Needed:
•
•

Blank or pre-printed display (erasable surface if possible) for daily charting
Blank space on a painted wall or bulletin board

Implementation Steps:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Identify behaviorally specific positive targeted task that can be simply measured.
Select feedback system, such as a weekday chart or thermometer display
Identify blank space for public display
Once targeted task or activity is completed, quickly score (grade) and post the results
on the charting device for all to see. Participants, including youth can often score their
own work, or one or more may be selected as scorers.
Displays should usually be changed every seven to 14 days to maintain interest.
Positive feedback (praise) for charted progress needs to be offered regularly particularly
to those youth that are still having trouble, but show improvement.
Encourage peer comments and interaction about their charted improvements.

Variations:

Note: Individuals or groups in a variety of settings, including schools, sports and work
settings, as well as communities can produce products or pre-printed displays.
• Youth can create positive behavior posters, which highlight specific positive behaviors.
These posters can be displayed throughout various settings.
• For those concerned about the reliability of student grading, there are a number of ways
to help prevent cheating:
- Have youth grade and score their own work using specially colored pencils
- Set up a “grading station”, where the grader is allowed to bring the answer sheet
and a special red pencil
- Have youth exchange papers, use specially colored pencils to grade and include their
initials at the bottom of the assignment
- Finally, if there are further concerns over accuracy, randomly select 3 to 4
assignments to grade and score.
• In addition to praising the individual whose positive behavior is posted and recognized
by a peer, it is also useful to praise the individual that recognized his/her peer’s posted
positive behavior.
• A very powerful public posting technique is to add a tangible reward for team
performance. Points are awarded for positive behavior, but points are loss when a team
member misbehaves. Both positive and negative behaviors are posted along with the
specific behavior. The best team of the week can have their team name mentioned
during public announcements and their picture posted. (See Group Contingencies
module for further information.)
• There is also substantial evidence that public posting is an effective form of positive
reinforcement for sports and in the work place.
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Rationale and Evidence Base:
There is strong and growing evidence that public posting, including the variations listed
here, can be used to increase social competence, academic achievement, work
performance, and physical health while reducing violence, aggression, and vandalism in the
school setting. Research shows that public posting also helps control injury and reduces
speeding among motorists. Public posting increases stimulation of dopamine circuits and
reduce threats by individuals at higher risk toward individuals at lower risk for negative
behaviors. Evidence shows that frequent postings are critical for program success and that
group contingency systems are most powerful when a new behavior is learned, but has not
yet been mastered. However, there are some cautions associated with public posting.
Because a primary goal of public posting is to reinforce positive behaviors, it is important to
post more positive than misbehaviors. Also, adults will need to monitor peer responses to
public posting to help ensure that it is not a humiliating experience for anyone. For privacy
protection, instead of posting actual grades, it is sometimes best to post the level or amount
an individual has improved (i.e. a gain of 5 points).
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